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i. Abstract 

 

Liability in torts is an essential element. Real damage may be done; the plaintiff may be present 

found but without finding the liability of the accused, that this particular person is the one who 

in all bounds is responsible for the damage done to the plaintiff, proper justice cannot be 

awarded. A driverless vehicle runs over a passer-by, who might be at risk in every one of these 

conditions? The client of the vehicle? The developer of the clinical programming program? 

The maker or pilot of the automaton? The engineer of the AI framework? The AI framework 

itself? an automaton in part worked by a pilot crashes and causes harm; an AI programming 

program analyses an inappropriate clinical treatment. However, as humanity begins to take its 

first step into a whole new era of technology, the finding of this essential becomes harder, the 

courts in the past decades have applied the concept of foreseeability of damage. With new and 

automated machines runs on their own the liability is more blurred. This paper takes a look at 

the liability of A.I or automated machine when damage by the same is done towards a Third-

party. The question of “Who will be liable?” will be looked upon. This paper will focus on this 

same question in respect of torts and how compensation in such cases should be given. This 

paper will give a potential answer to the liability question and solution to compensation and 

who should be made liable to give it. This Paper tends to the vital inquiry: who is obligated 

when AI comes up short?  
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1. Introduction 

 

The improvement of driving help and voyage help frameworks in the car business has been 

astounding, quickening drastically over the most recent ten years. Since the main DARPA 

Urban Challenge14 field tests have increased in the US. In California alone, there are as of now 

thirty-nine organizations testing self-driving cars,15 the once-remote possibility of "driverless" 

vehicles turning out to be economically accessible probably won't be so distant from 

reality.16An expansive scope of logical investigations recommends the usage of completely 

robotized driving frameworks might be imminent.5 Highly Automated Vehicles (HAVs) are 

probably going to significantly change our social propensities and to upset our method for 

associating with the general condition. What's more, lawful researchers have just sketched out 

how computerized vehicles make a staggering challenge as far as controlling an item fit for 

affecting such a significant number of various territories of the law.6 One of the zones where 

research is genuinely necessary is tort obligation: intending to the guideline of mishaps brought 

about via robotized autos, law specialists must evaluate whether tort risk rules—as they are at 

present molded — are fit to administer the "vehicle short driver" multifaceted nature, while at 

the same time clutching their hypothetical premise. If the present structure demonstrates itself 

to be lacking and unsalvageable "off-key" with the new course elements, the main elective will 

be to correct or re-establish it. 

The law has upgraded itself with upgrading times since time immemorial, when the modern 

rifle was discovered new laws were made when modern nations established they made new 

international laws, when steam engines and trains were made, new special laws were made for 

them. Likewise, in this new era where an A.I or Artificial Intelligence is in the process of being 

invented, we must make new laws dealing with the same. The major question which this new 

 
14 The first Urban Challenge for automated vehicles was held in November 2007 in Victorville, California, and it 
was organized by the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA). Participants were asked to develop 
and build vehicles “capable of driving in traffic, performing complex maneuvers such as merging, passing, parking 
and negotiating intersections.” Urban Challenge, DARPA, http://archive.darpa.mil/grandchallenge/ (last visited 
June 21, 2018). 
15 Sam Shead, There Are Now 39 Companies Testing Self-Driving Cars on Californian Roads, BUS. INSIDER 
(Sept. 1, 2017), http://www.businessinsider.com/dozens-of-companies-testing-self-driving-cars-oncalifornian-
roads-2017-9?r=UK&IR=T; David Silver, California DMV Autonomous Vehicle List, MEDIUM (Sept. 5, 2017), 
https://medium.com/self-driving-cars/california-dmv-autonomous-vehicle-list-1e38be0fcd0b. 
16 See AM. ASS’N FOR JUSTICE, DRIVEN TO SAFETY: ROBOT CARS AND THE FUTURE OF 
LIABILITY 34–35 (2017), 
https://www.justice.org/sites/default/files/Driven%20to%20Safety%202017%20Online.pdf. 
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type of technology puts in front of us is of liability, as to who will be truly liable for a wrong 

done by an independent A.I. When trains were invented the same liability problem arose 

however since they were non-living things the liability generally fell to the owner of the same. 

One different factor between trains and A.I is that A.I when it functions or will function, it will 

be an independent function without a person (generally) guiding it in performance of the 

particular act, which can be seen in the case of trains as they are controlled by a person namely 

driver who guides the train throughout the journey. Now the main question that arises with an 

A.I in case of liability will be that since the A.I was performing its actions independently 

without any supervision, now in this situation if the A.I hits or damages a third party who will 

be liable. The three contenders to this question are: The owner, the manufacturer of the A.I or 

the A.I itself. To answer this question, we will understand each of these entities separately in 

respect of their liability along with the current situation prevailing around the world in case of 

liability of A.I.  

The primary component we consider intending to the obligation ramifications of robotized 

vehicle advancements is the way that, in light of the degree of detail that driving supporting 

frameworks have just come to (also the noteworthy measure of capital as of now put resources 

into Research and Development on the field), the vulnerability encompassing the dissemination 

of self-driving cars in the public eye isn't identified with "if", however to "when" such 

innovation will be presented. The way towards a universe of self-ruling autos may be far away, 

yet we will eventually arrive at a level of innovation that can do supplanting the human driver 

on the road.17Our society is most likely still a long way from those idealistic dreams conceived 

in sci-fi, writing, and mainstream society, which were more the result of the authors 

‘imagination than concrete logical studies,18 proposing the ideal concurrence of natural and 

counterfeit creatures. In any case, these advances are progressively being incorporated into our 

day by day lives. This marvel previously drove officials (for example in the European Union)19 

to address whether current legitimate principles are reasonable to control the utilization of 

robots and computerized reasoning for the most part. Additionally, an upright look at the 

 
17 See AM. ASS’N FOR JUSTICE, DRIVEN TO SAFETY: ROBOT CARS AND THE FUTURE OF 
LIABILITY 34–35 (2017), 
https://www.justice.org/sites/default/files/Driven%20to%20Safety%202017%20Online.pdf. 
18 See JAMES PATTERSON & EMILY RAYMOND, HUMANS, BOW DOWN (2016); PHILIP K. DICK, DO 
ANDROIDS DREAM OF ELECTRIC SHEEP? (1968); ISAAC ASIMOV, I, ROBOT (1950). 
19 See E. Palmerini et al., Robolaw: Towards a European Framework for Robotics Regulation, 86 ROBOTICS & 
AUTONOMOUS SYS. 78, 83 (2016). 
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blossoming of calculations in private and business exercises (just as a glance at the discussions 

over cutting edge items in the data society)20 bolsters that innovations will involve a significant 

test for administrative structures around the world. This high level of development in the field 

of robotics in a way forces us to make laws that could potentially give people ‘justice’ at a time 

when the idea of justice is itself blurring. 

 

2. Current Scenarios 

 

Autos, rambles, careful gear, family unit apparatuses, and different items are progressively 

utilizing man-made consciousness ("AI") and, specifically, AI to decide. The guarantee and 

desire is that AI will improve item security. Be that as it may, regularly software engineers 

don't know precisely how their AI will learn, change as a matter of fact, and show up at choices. 

At the point when wounds happen, it might be hard to figure out what turned out badly and 

who should bear obligation.  

Conventional tort law will probably apply to AI, with humble adjustment, similarly as tort law 

adjusted to the crashworthiness of autos. Some vehicle producers purportedly will 

acknowledge obligation if their AI doesn't forestall a mishap. Missing such an understanding, 

courts should decide issues among item producers/venders, AI fashioners/providers, and AI 

buyers/clients. A focal issue will be whether the client controls an item helped by AI, or AI 

controls the item's activity.  

Another edge question is whether an AI framework is an item or assistance. Exacting obligation 

applies to imperfections in item configuration, assembling, or admonitions that cause 

individual injury or property harm to other people; carelessness applies to administrations, for 

example, information investigation to decide upkeep. Under the Uniform Commercial Code, 

mass-delivered, off-the-rack programming is a "decent," however programming explicitly 

intended for a client is an assistance. A few courts recognize the thing containing the product 

(an item) and data delivered by programming (not an item).  

 
20 See COMPUTERS, CHESS, AND COGNITION (T. Anthony Marsland & Jonathan Schaeffer eds., 1990). 
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A few researchers advocate applying a carelessness standard to AI since AI is "venturing into 

the shoes" of people. In any case, courts may think that it’s hard to apply a "sensible individual" 

or "sensible PC" standard. Should AI have figured out how to perceive a youngster dashing out 

between left vehicles? Should AI have chosen to abstain from hitting that kid or an approaching 

school van?  

Offended parties ordinarily favor severe risk for cases of imperfect items. Offended parties will 

contend that, excepting item abuse, inability to refresh, or physical harm, an item with AI 

causing injury or property harm may do the trick to demonstrate a deformity guarantee.  

Arranging can decrease vulnerability. Authoritative guarantees, repayments, and impediments 

on each may distribute risk. Organizations likewise ought to consider how to show their AI's 

dynamic procedure by and large and on explicit occasions. Since AI, utilizing advancements, 

for example, neural systems, can figure out how to perform works and show up at choices past 

its unique programming, organizations additionally should think about how to report and 

demonstrate that a capacity was performed or a choice was made because of sensible 

programming that satisfied then-current industry guidelines or best practices. Or on the other 

hand, an organization may need to depend on the best in class resistance: that the item chance 

was not sensibly predictable at the hour of programming. To muddle matters, contingent upon 

guidelines, occasion recorder information might be accessible however not permissible to 

decide shortcoming.  

A hazard examination ought to consider buyer desires for the execution and wellbeing of items 

with AI. It will be significant for organizations to teach purchasers about the abilities, dangers, 

and confinements of AI, especially constraints on the working area. The hazard utility test may 

turn on confirmation that items consolidating AI proceeded as least as securely as their human-

subordinate partners. Testing, reproductions, and field execution information across horde 

predictable uses and abuses, just as archived configuration changes to relieve predictable 

dangers, would assist with exhibiting sensible wellbeing.  

Organizations ought not ignore chances to take an interest in the making of moral, legitimate, 

and industry norms for items consolidating AI. Different associations give those chances, 

including the American Law Institute, the Partnership on AI, SAE International, and the 

National Council of Information Sharing and Analysis Centers. The U.S. Division of 
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Transportation and National Highway Traffic Safety Administration has welcomed 

contributions from associations to encourage the improvement of guidelines.21 

 

3. Liability 

 

To fully understand the liability of the defendant and to find out who will be the defendant in 

this trivial case we first must look at the liability concept itself. The concept of liability in torts 

is not independent. In torts, certain rights and duties are given to every individual and the other 

persons are expected to respect the rights of others while simultaneously conducting their 

duties. If someone breaks the right of another person then liability arises, if someone does not 

follow their duty then liability arises. Liability, therefore, is not an independent concept that 

acts in its self but is dependent on someone else violating the rights of another person or not 

following their duties in respect of another person. Since the law of torts is not codified courts 

generally rely on precedence and jurisprudence to understand its principals along with all other 

essential elements.22 

Liability in simple terms could also mean legal injuries that are not limited to physical injuries 

and may join eager, fiscal, or reputational wounds, similarly as encroachment of security, 

property, or consecrated rights. Torts join such change focuses on vehicle crashes, false 

confinement, analysis, thing hazard, copyright infringement, and characteristic pollution 

(hurtful torts). While various torts are the delayed consequence of thoughtlessness, tort law 

also sees intentional torts, in which an individual has purposely acted with the end goal that 

harms another. Moreover, concerning thing hazards, the courts have developed a principle of 

"strict liability" for torts arising out of injury realized by the usage of an association's thing just 

as an organization. Under " strict liability," the hurt party doesn't have to exhibit that the 

association was indiscreet to win a case for hurts. 

 

 
21 Notitle. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.jonesday.com/en/insights/2018/03/mitigating-product-liability-for-
artificial-intell 
22 Tort law liability. (2018, April 24). Retrieved from https://www.legalmatch.com/law-library/article/tort-law-
liability.html. 
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4. Liability of Owner/Driver 

 

An owner is generally defined as someone who owns something. An owner in tort law is 

defined as the legal person who is the owner of the particular land, property in dispute, or in 

question(generally). The concept of owner generally comes in torts in case of trespass, land, 

strict or absolute liability, in the case where goods have been stolen, in a case relating to the 

animal where a person’s animals go to the other party’s property and do some damage. Trespass 

permits owners to sue for tort an individual if he enters the owner’s property, damages it, made 

some hanging structure, burglary, etc. 23 

We see that the driver of the vehicle is customarily viewed as the prompt party in question for 

street accidents happening while he/she is directing the vehicle; such a standard is—with slight 

minor departure from the weight of confirmation officeholder on the driver to show the 

simultaneous obligation of outsiders/third parties, for example, a mechanical imperfection of 

the vehicle—a typical element of street guidelines both in common and in customary law 

systems.24 

The immateriality of the driver in the new elements of automated driving cars requires a re-

meaning of the conventional standards to arrive at an answer ready to accomplish, on one side, 

consistency with the basic standards of each lawful framework and, on the other one, a 

productive assignment of the expense of mishaps. 

 

5. Liability of Manufacturer 

 

Manufacturer in the consumer protection act, 198625 is defined as: 

“Manufacturer” means a person who— 

i. makes or manufactures any goods or parts thereof; or  

 
23 Tort. (2001, March 12). Retrieved from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tort. 
24 PROSSER AND KEETON ON TORTS (W. Page Keeton et al. eds., 5th ed. 1999). For a prominent example 
in Europe see, e.g., art. 2054 of the Italian Civil Code. Codice Civile [C.c.] art. 2054 (It.). 
25 The Consumer Protection (Amendment) Act, 1991 (34 of 1991) (w.r.e.f. 15-6-1991). 
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ii. does not make or manufacture any goods but assembles parts thereof made or 

manufactured by others; or 

iii. puts or causes to be put his mark on any goods made or manufactured by any other 

manufacturer; 

Product liability is a field of tort law that concerns the commitment of the maker, manufacturer, 

vendor, or trader of a product to ensure that product is secured and doesn't cause injury of the 

consumer (who in turn becomes the owner of the particular good). Product presented to 

commitment fuse all purchaser items, clinical contraptions, business/singular vehicles, plane 

and consumable product, for instance, sustenance and doctor embraced drugs. As it is the 

commitment of a Product manufacturer or maker to make/supply a thing that won't cause hurt 

during normal use, producer/vendors of unsafe things are needy upon recovery for hurts. A 

defective product is portrayed as a thing that is ludicrously risky to the customer when used for 

its arranged purpose with no impedance or abnormal usage.26 

The liability of a manufacturer however is limited to the extent of his own mistake in case the 

product defaults in functioning during the normal circumstances. In our case assuming that the 

A.I is not faulty the manufacture’s liability seems to be non-existent. Because the A.I would 

function under normal circumstances. If otherwise however the liability exists of the 

manufacturer only as the A.I would have done activities for which it was not intended to 

perform.27 

 

6. Liability of A.I. 

 

In computer science, artificial intelligence (AI), sometimes called machine intelligence, 

is intelligence demonstrated by machines, in contrast to the natural intelligence displayed 

by humans and animals.28 Leading AI course books describe the field as the examination of 

"intelligence agents": any contraption that sees its condition and takes exercises that help its 

 
26 A full overview of products liability. (2019, December 22). Retrieved from https://tort.laws.com/products-
liability. 
27 Legal Service India. (n.d.). Product liability: Who is liable? Retrieved from 
https://www.legalservicesindia.com/article/954/Product-Liability:-Who-is-liable?.html. 
28 Artificial intelligence. (2001, October 8). Retrieved from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence. 
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danger of viably achieving its goals. Colloquially, the articulation "modernized thinking" is 

normally used to delineate machines (or PCs) that duplicate "abstract" limits that individuals 

join forces with the human mind, for instance, "learning" and "basic reasoning".29 

If the actions done by the A.I are done in a normal functioning of the work it was supposed to 

do and even after that in our hypothetical situation, an accident or mishap happens, the A.I 

should/can not be held liable. The argument for this is as follows- 

1. A.I. is not a legal entity. 

2. As of now A. I.’s work is the bare minimum to searching and doing an activity. 

3. No independent decision-making system. 

One other way of looking or potentially defining the liability of A.I could be done along the 

lines of Asimov’s “Three Laws of Robotics”. These laws state- 

1. a[n] [autonomous vehicle] may not injure a human being, or, through inaction, allow a 

human being to come to harm. 

2. a[n] [autonomous vehicle] must obey the orders given it by human beings except where 

such orders would conflict with the First Law. 

3. a[n] [autonomous vehicle] must protect its existence as long as such protection does not 

conflict with the First or Second Laws. 

If these laws are somehow inserted in the mindset/ hard drive of an automated driving vehicle, 

then the liability of automated vehicle which is even at fault would be minimized or ignored 

since we would assume full priority given to these rules by the A.I which would hypothetically 

make the A.I in this case not liable at any given situation. 

Even if one might think that a review of fiction literature concerning artificial intelligence is 

not something a legal scholar should take into account when addressing the “real” implications 

of technology within modern society it is worth observing—maybe with some skepticism—

that those same Three Laws (plus the subsequent Zero Law) have been quoted by the European 

Parliament  as essential guidelines in assessing the impact of robotics on the future generations: 

“Whereas Asimov’s Laws must be regarded as being directed at the designers, producers and 

 
29 Russell & Norvig 2009, p. 2. 
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operators of robots, including robots assigned with built-in autonomy and self-learning, since 

those laws cannot be converted into machine code.”30 

 

7. The Tesla Situation (Case Study) 

 

Elon Musk’s TESLA company is rolling out automated futuristic-looking cars on the road 

which was controlled by independent A.I software who as the company states are safe and 

sound for usage by the general public and the CEO of the company himself have been spotted 

several times driving these cars.  

However, in case an accident occurs, which has occurred, the liability part is still not confirmed 

as of now. Taking a hypothetical situation, where a TESLA automated car hits a third party, 

the liability will remain on the people who make use of the car, which is the owner himself. 

Though this might change in the coming future either as the result of a major lawsuit or as more 

automated cars becomes available and are being used by the public. “The rationale for the 

owner being responsible is that the laws have not caught up to autonomous vehicles,” New 

York insurance lawyer Keith McKenna told Reuters. He added that liability will shift to 

manufacturers and their insurance if fully autonomous vehicles become the norm on roads. 

Reuters also talked to Michigan lawyer Jennifer Dukarski, who said that insurance claims car 

crashes related to Smart Summon will go through the car owner’s auto coverage, “but as the 

number of incidents build, you’ll find someone who will entertain a class action [lawsuit] 

dealing with a product defect.”31 

 

 

 
30 Report with recommendations to the Commission on Civil Law Rules on Robotics (2015/2103(INL)), at 6 (Jan. 
27, 2017), http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML+REPORT+A8-2017-
0005+0+DOC+PDF+V0//EN [hereinafter Report with recommendations]. On the background of the ethics of 
artificial intelligence, furthermore, the traditional “trolley problem dilemma” (should a car choose to hit 
pedestrians in the road, or swerve into the path of an oncoming lorry, killing its occupants?) is always present. Cf. 
Simon Chesterman, Do Driverless Cars Dream of Electric Sheep? (Sept. 1, 2016).    
31 Report: Lawyers say users will be responsible for crashes using Tesla's smart summon. (2019, October 7). 
Retrieved from https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2019/10/07/yourtesla-crashes-while-you-summon-it-
it-ll-be.html. 
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8. Solution 

 

The liability problem is connected deeply with the compensation problem. If we can decide 

through a law as to who will give compensation to a potential victim, we can find out who will 

be liable for the damage done. In real-life situations as of now, liability is solely of the 

manufactures (as evident from the Tesla case study) which may change with upcoming cases 

and decisions. However, till then we must establish a benchmark to decide that liability and the 

compensator. Our solution to the problem of liability is thus embedded in the solution to 

potential compensator.  

Three Key Takeaways: 

1. Organizations should screen how governing bodies and courts shape tort law to apply 

to items, parts, and programming consolidating AI.  

2. Organizations ought to think about utilizing authoritative guarantees, repayments, and 

confinements to control obligation hazard.  

3. Organizations ought to consider taking an interest in industry gatherings and 

government offices to create moral rules and industry measures that mirror the 

advantages, dangers, and restrictions of items with AI. 

Our Proposal: A FUND WITH REWARDING FUNCTION AND A TWO-STEP 

LIABILITY ASSESSMENT. What we propose is a two-step liability, in light of an assessment 

and on a fund financed, sponsored for half by makers/manufactures—based on the number of 

mishaps caused—and another half through a special fund (which should be created by the 

central government). The half paid by producers will be partitioned among them as indicated 

by their separate piece of the overall industry just in the primary time of authorization of the 

framework. The money in the fund should be collected by a type special of tax which should 

be levied upon the manufactures.  

In the event of a mishap, the victim will document their case against the fund, and an individual 

supervisor or government officer (could be a judicial officer) will supervise assessing whether 

the accident was brought about by carelessness/negligence. On the off chance that the 

government officer finds the maker's carelessness, the maker will pay the entire payment to the 
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survivor of the mishap. On the other hand, if the mishap was not brought about by carelessness, 

the fund will repay the person in question. In the two cases—and uniquely in contrast to what 

A&R recommend—the remuneration system will repay damages to individuals and items 

associated with the setback, without recognizing among physical and material harms. The 

carelessness assessment will be performed by the ALJ through surveying the presence of (in 

any event one of) two conditions:  

a) the blunder in the product that made the vehicle carry on unusually is anything but 

difficult to recognize and fathom, based on the information that the data recorder in the  

b) the innovation utilized by the maker is viewed as insufficient concerning the current 

mechanical best in class in the self-governing vehicle industry. product gives; 

 On the off chance that one of these two conditions is fulfilled, the producer is viewed as 

careless and in this way held completely subject for the mishap. The main benefits from this 

system could are: 

1. Overall lower pricing of the product. 

2. Increase transparency in the development by the manufacturer. 

3. Works as an incentive for the manufacturer to improve his R&D. 

4. Establishment of a direct link between the level of negligence and the compensation, 

thus making the manufacturer more liable. 

5. Increased focus of law in this sector at the expense of minimum resources. 

Although this solution does not aim at giving the people their criminal (accused), yet it does 

all the necessary things which one can expect from a good judgment. Compensation is given 

to the victim and the accused (defendant) paid the compensation. Thus, we conclude by stating 

that this is the most probable solution one can expect in this early age of technical development. 
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9. Conclusion 

 

Humanity has come a long way since caveman times. We have had much development before 

we came to the point where we are at now. Today we stand at a juncture where each step will 

define the future of the whole race. Just like we read laws from 1600 as ancient laws and 

somewhat the starting of modern law, tort law for example. We as of now are starting to write 

A.I laws which will be read 100s of years later as basics for A.I law and thus it is our duty to 

be extra diligent while defining these laws. Along with that we still have to make sure that 

these laws are good enough for the current situation. 

We can also see the development of A.I in Indian perspective as the judicial brains already 

gave us a hint of involvement of A.I in judicial processes, for that we specifically need the laws 

to deal with them and also some changing phase in other laws like which is discussed by 

researcher here i.e. Law of Torts. Law cannot remain static it must need to be change with 

change in times. The CJI already provides us the way to think forward in the present subject as 

Speaking at an event held at the High Court Bar Association in Nagpur CJI Bobde said, “I wish 

to point out that it is not an attempt to introduce artificial intelligence in the decision-making 

process itself. The system we are looking at has a reading speed of about ten lakh words per 

second. Which means you can make it read anything and ask it any question, it will give you 

the answer,” he said. 

A.I. and A.I. law as of now is mostly composed of uncharted waters which we are yet to 

explore. Therefore, it is our implied duty to tread carefully and develop laws that can also be 

used in the future. The solution provided in this research paper is one such solution. 

  


